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Project description
Training course Path to the „IDEAL NGO“ for the youth is based on the actual problem we
discovered and therefore decided to realize our idea. Many different youth NGO’s are opened every
day, however usually they do not have realistic and specific mission, vision and potential plan for
future development. Marketing trainer Jana Gashkova is working more than 12 years in this field in
Estonia. Through her experience, she analyzed work of many youth NGOs and managed the statistics
where obviously visible that some NGOs are working without recognition of their main mission. At
the same time youth workers do not focus on their personal interests and aims what negatively effects
their clients (youth) needs and priorities. It also plays against the main ideology of the Youth work in
general, prevents learning process and brings frustration and demotivation. Eventually, it stops the
development of organization and sets personal limits for NGO representatives and youth workers. It
blocks the natural system of learning process among youth workers as well as youth. We expect that
collaboration of marketing trainer Jana Gashkova and Youth worker + Youth NGO representative
Darja Djatsenko will show the real example of united skills and knowledge from the both sides and
will be very useful and practical for participants. We plan to focus on learning process through
marketing and come to recognition of NGO main principals. This training concept will be based on
non-formal methods and practical sessions. As a result, we will create booklet, which will consist of
tips and specific recommendations for development of each NGO in frames of Marketing.
This booklet was created to help those, who want to create their own NGO (non-governmental
organization) or improve something in an existing NGO. The team that worked on this booklet hopes
the information will be interesting and useful.
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1. NGO mission and vision
MISSION – WHAT? HOW?
In general, a mission statement defines what an organization is currently doing and it’s expressing the
values. So the questions are WHAT are you doing? And HOW are you doing it?
The big companies are using a “motto”: the motto is used to explain in a few words their missions.
The missions have to be simple, clear and short. They have to be unique because they define the
organization and they help to make it different from other organizations. Mission answer to these
questions:
• Who you are?
• What you do and what makes you different?
• Why are you in the business? Why you do what you do?
• What are your purpose and values?
• Who are your customers? What can you do for them that will make their lives better?
• What underlying philosophies or values guided your responses to the previous questions?

It’s important the “why” because it gives you a real reason and a strong motivation to achieve your
goals. The mission is attracting people that have the same vision and values. A mission is representing
the goal that an organization wants to reach; a vision is representing the dream that that organization
has. The vision is about where is the organization going and mission is how it will do to get there.
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Here some practical example of famous organizations using a motto:

“To be a company that inspires and fulfils your curiosity”

“To organize the world’s information and make it universally accessible and useful”

“To enable people and business throughout the world to realize their full potential”

“To refresh the world… To inspire moments of optimism and happiness… To create value and make
a difference”

Picture 1: BRAC NGO
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VALUES
Values are internal, subjective; are representing what you are and what the organization believes. It
should be the moral direction and it must be used as a guide to attitudes and actions. Are used to clarify
the common area of the organization. We could say through a metaphor that it’s the brick of the
networks: the values are the base of connecting the organization with the people in their acts and
behaviors. People should identify themselves in the values that the organization is representing.
Values answer to these questions:
• What do we want to stand for?
• How do we want to relate to the world?
• How we want to be remembered?
• What is our belief?

PRINCIPLES
Are rules and laws that are objective and unchanging. Are
representing an objective reality.

Picture 2: The iceberg principle

GOALS
A goal is an observable and measurable result that you are intend to achieve. Goals are the objectives
of the organizations that are possible to reach. If you have a goal you have a target.
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Picture 3: How to identify your goals

In general, a mission statement defines what an organization is currently doing, while a vision
statement is basically the ultimate goal of what they'd like to accomplish. The mission is what people
do in order to achieve the vision. It is how (mission) versus the why (vision). It’s important to have
both. One doesn’t work without the other, because having purpose and meaning are critical for any
business.

VISION – WHY?

The vision is about the meaning of your work. WHY are you doing this?
Vision answer to these questions:
• What are your deep motivations?
• What are you dreams?
• Which are your aims?
• What are your purpose and values?
• What do you want to become?
• What do you hope to achieve?
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Vision it’s a statement about your future dreams and plans and it’s connected with your aims. Vision
doesn’t have a specific target, because it’s more abstract description of values of the organization. It
should inspire people and motivate them.

Picture 4: Motivation
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2. Types of NGO resources
A human resource is people, and not only their number is important, but also their potential
(competence, experience, intelligence, ability to constantly improve and develop).
• volunteers, members, and employees;
• members of the board, the board of trustees, founders;
• supporters of the organization;
• attracted specialists and experts providing services for free;
• contacts of the organization with the media, officials, government organizations, experts, other
NGOs

Example:
In the Youth Club Active organization (Estonia) initially worked volunteers. All initiatives started on
behalf of people who are not seeking benefits in their activities. As a result of long and hard work, it
turned out to receive both support from the state and various organizations. But the main thing to
remember is that it all started with the initiative of ordinary people, and the most important part is
their deep motivation.

Picture 5: Representatives of NGO Youth Club Active
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A financial resource is a money available to the association. An NGO can spend money only for
the purposes of itself.
• profit from own business;
• membership fee;
• funds received from local government and ministries;
• privileges;
• cash and material donations from private donors and business companies;
• grants;
• dividends on securities;
• income from financial transactions (for example, deposits).

Example:
Money actually helping to make the life of your NGO better and easier. There are always variants to
get support from different donors and organization. Director of “Warm hearts” organization said
that because of their clear work and trust from the people they are having support from a
governmental and non-governmental organization, also there are plenty of people who are by
themselves helping with money. It all depends on you and your passion to get the support from others.

Picture 6: Representative of NGO
Warm hearts
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Material resource - a combination of property and other items, which are used and necessary
so that you can continue to provide services and conduct your work.
• premises;
• land;
• equipment;
• materials;
• finished products.

Example:
Material resources mean resources that you can touch or step into. For example, NGO “Convictus”
have saved space for people with an addiction problem, which is provided by the city. Also, they have
3 places for needles exchange, so that addicts can get free condoms and needles. For harm reduction,
people should bring more of their used needles or they will be given no more than 10. That is a good
example of how this organization uses their materials.

Picture 7: Representative of NGO Convictus
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Information technology resource - a set of intangible assets that ensure the functioning of the
association.
• databases of clients, funds, and sponsors;
• information on the needs of target groups;
• information on problems, methods, and effectiveness of their solution;
• internal technologies for organizing effective work;
• technologies for interaction and work with target groups;
• Internet and computer technologies that provide internal and external work processes in NGOs.

Example:
Nowadays it is necessary to have information technology resources. It helps to be on the same level
as future clients and also see and farsee their needs. The owner of the NGO “Computer museum”
said that they have such a huge list of clients who likes their activity. It helps them to be invited to
different events and lessons in the schools.

Picture 8: Representative of NGO Computer museum
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3. NGO client avatar
Normally speaking about target audiences, we consider in mind such factors, as age, sex, level of
education, profit and so on.
However, in order to speak one language with people we need to know their deeper portrait. Not only
formal metrics, but also psychological characteristics, not only age and sex, but what are the needs,
values, scares and so on of the clients.

Picture 9: Client avatar

You can answer the questions mentioned below
and divide clients into groups according to their
needs. As a result, you will get so called avatars:
number of audiences, which are united into the
groups by their deeper needs, not by formal
metrics.

Picture 10: Pyramid of Needs
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Only this way we can build efficient communication with clients, volunteers, state organizations and
so.
Table 1: How to make client avatar

Avatar

Avatar 1

Avatar 2

Avatar 3

Description
Name&description
Demographic
descriptions
Quote
Needs
Goals
Values
Interests
Dreams
Pains
Challenges
Fears
Sources of
information
Involvement
Motivation
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4. Involvement
Communication from an institution to people, but most importantly how-to level this apparently
unlevelled dialogue. In order to do so, it is necessary to create involvement between both so that longlasting, productive relationships are created and maintained.
Involving people is what allows you as an NGO to develop your mission and reach your goals, for
you to reach people, you need to appeal to their personal needs, goals and values. Once you do, you
become one step closer to common ground between your NGO and the people involved in its
activities.
This involvement is key for a NGO to survive, since most NGO’s depend on human resources: the
work and good-will of their volunteers, and to get your volunteers involved, you need one of two
kinds of involvement: short-term involvement, for which some kind of compensation is “good
enough” for your work (a t-shirt, a meal, some kind of reward), and you appreciate the reward as much
as the work you have done; and long-term involvement, which is when the reasons for which you are
doing the work you are doing are explained to you, you believe in the same principles than your NGO
and share the same goals, which will lead to an everlasting partnership, since both you and your NGO
are working towards something together.
So, in order to sustain these relationships, there is an important piece to address: communication. After
understanding all the steps up until this point, you need a common setting to establish communication,
common vocabulary, common expressions and phrases to each group of people with similar
characteristics within everyone you are working with (avatars).
This way, you’ll be able to establish the needs, goals and values of each group around your NGO and
through the common language, establish the common needs, goals and values both of you and each
Avatar can satisfy in order to create a long-term relationship.
When trying to involve and attract people be aware that, as NGO, there can not be a specific target
group (female teenager/ unemployed, etc.. ) but a more overall target group, according to what they
look for and are able to offer. This targets groups can be Young, Adults and Seniors. When in need to
advertise or involve people we need to have some keywords about this target.
Such as:
Young – fast, cheap, travel, digital, long term….
Adults – job related, short term, donation, family inclusion…
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Seniors – local, regular, easy, social, personal talks so they believe your word…

Example:
Greenpeace is trying to find and involve more people to their NGO. What to offer and how?
Young: volunteering in a different place, for free, and using different areas so they can experiment (in
the field, sharing in the social media, relating with locals and different cultures).
Adults: Offer volunteering in family or job related, so they feel like they give and receive, short time
so if they have family there is not a problem or even a family inclusion volunteering. They are also
more able to afford additional expenses. Try to reach them by social media and emails since they have
a busy schedule.
Seniors: They need a quicker and easier to way to help, and that doesn’t require long travels. Also
enjoy word to word explanations and local gatherings so they have more social life, maybe even with
children. Use word to word advertising so they trust you.

Picture 11: Advertisement about global warming
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Involvement is about:
✔ process of taking part in something
✔ creating a chain of actively engaged people
✔ consistent participation

Picture 12: Chain of actively engaged people

4.1 Types of involvement
Informing – to provide information and facts about something or someone.

Consulting - to giving and collecting advice, typically before taking an action.
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Cooperation – to create both-sided communication for a common
purpose. Working together to achieve the same end.

Partnership – relationship in which two or morepeople
work together both-sided cooperation.

To give/provide power – to share the power and
responsibilities with other parts.
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Picture 13: Roger Hart's Ladder of Participation
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5. Marketing NGO
A touchpoint can be defined as any way a volunteer/donors/participants can interact with ideal NGO.
● A way in which customer comes in contact whether it be person-to-person, through a website,
an app or any form of activities.
● A way to CREATE emotions – simple things not necessarily big events (positive or negative).

Picture 14: Brand touchpoints

It’s important to concentrate on emotions, because the more good emotions one gets, the closer he
becomes to the organization and the deeper becomes his loyalty. So every time we should evaluate
our materials, office, auto replies and other points, where we get into contact with our client and to
give the honest answer to ourselves to the question: “Is this point organized as good as possible? Does
it create WOW — effect or not really?” So concentrate not only on “what you are doing”, but also on
“how you are doing it”.
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✔ meeting room with lovely smell
✔ cool chairs in the class
✔ some unusual tee or coffee
✔ puffies
✔ membership card with additional bonuses
✔ meeting influencers
✔ uniforms – T-shirt
✔ possibility to have a role in a project/ to be volunteer
✔ summer camp

Example from Romanian organization:
● present ideas to the board of “directors”
● public events
● social impact events – ex charity , donations for poor children
● after one year of activity in NGO, we can receive a hoodie as a “Responsible Volunteer”
● opportunity to subscribe for email
SURVEY:
● All meetings we provide snacks and drinks
● Public speaking (in front of others volunteers)
● Strong motto
● We use natural/bio/eco wrapped/ packaging

We don´t let the experience just happen
WE DESIGN IT

Other activities which can be used to involve people into NGOs:

Campaigns: advertising campaigns on social media about the opportunities / services that our NGO
offers and their benefits. Also real life campaigns, participating in local events / festivals with an info
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spot of our association where people from our NGO will inform and motivate people to participate
and share our vision.
Events: organize our own events or volunteer’s day giving people the opportunity to come and see
from the inside how our NGO works. Also organizing fundraising activities (e.g. concert) to fund the
activities of our NGO. Moreover, as a kind of event could be considered a presentation of our mission,
vision and aims at local schools / universities in order to attract the youth.
Local mass media: another marketing activity could be the presentation of our association on local
TV channels and radio station in order to sensitize as much people as possible to engage with our
vision and join us.
Presentation: Each NGO should be able to present the main characteristics of their association in few
but efficient words using marketing techniques that stimulate the audience’s attention, such as AIDA
model.
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6. Presentation — the AIDA model
AIDA is the basic marketing model, used for sales, creating selling prepositions, ads, web pages and
so. It consists of 4 steps, which are:

Awareness – use something to attract viewer’s attention (e.g. interesting images, sounds, video up to
15 seconds).
Interest – give information that is interesting to the viewer answering most commonly asked
questions (e.g. what are the main activities provided, what is economically covered etc.).
Desire – add elements that increase the value of the organization in the viewer’s eyes such as
limitations or bonuses (e.g. “few places left for the project”, “limited time to apply” etc.)
Action – use vocabulary that encourages immediate action (e.g. “join now!”, “apply now!”)
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Picture 15: Presentations of organizations
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7. NGO strategic planning
NGO strategic planning must be identified at the start - when the mission is first proposed. As the
NGO planning moves forward the need for one or more related process deliverables will come in
to focus. As a whole, this deliverables definition process is executed via the deliverables decision
tree. The deliverables decision tree is a method made up of a series of questions used to identify
and define required deliverables – both from a NGO and process point of view.

Those activities become a basis for estimation, scheduling, execution, and monitoring and
controlling of the NGO work. For each of these activities he/she needs to figure out:
● how long will it take to complete each activity (days, weeks etc.);
● what kind of resource(s) is/are required for its completion (skill set, experience etc.);
● what are task inter-dependencies & constraints (hard/soft) that need to be established.

Planning in NGO normally consists of:
● determining the NGO management strategies to follow;
● selecting the planning team;
● identifying deliverables and creating the product (activities) breakdown structures;
● identifying the activities needed to complete those deliverables and networking the activities
in their logical sequence;
● estimating the resource requirements for the activities;
● estimating time and cost for activities;
● developing the schedule;
● developing the budget;
● risk planning;
● developing quality assurance measures.
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Two of the most popular methods for setting goals are S.M.A.R.T. and CLEAR.

S.M.A.R.T. Goals method helps ensure that the NGO goals have been thoroughly vetted. It also
provides a way to clearly understand the implications of the goal-setting process:
Specific – To set specific goals, answer the following questions: who, what, where, when, which,
and why.
Measurable – Create criteria that you can use to measure the success of a goal.
Attainable – Identify the most important goals and what it will take to achieve them.
Realistic – You should be willing and able to work toward a particular goal.
Timely – Create a timeframe to achieve the goal.

C.L.E.A.R. Goals is a newer method for setting goals that takes into consideration the environment
of today’s fast-paced businesses:
Collaborative – The goal should encourage employees to work together.
Limited – They should be limited in scope and time to keep it manageable.
Emotional – Goals should tap into the passion of employees and be something they can form an
emotional connection to. This can optimize the quality of work.
Appreciable – Break larger goals into smaller tasks that can be quickly achieved.
Refinable – As new situations arise, be flexible and refine goals as needed.
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7.1 Digital tools for NGO planning and
management
With 43% of us spending at least some time working remotely, online collaboration tools are
becoming a vital element of the modern workplace, even in NGO sector. And because the modern
workplace often isn’t a place at all, we need to adopt a well-organized, central space where all the
NGO documentation and communication lives.

Trello

Trello is one of the most common and
easy to use digital management tool
(including for NGO) that can help the
NGO initiators to deliver and distribute
tasks, to track the NGO tasks progress,
to

monitor

and

control

and

to

communicate with NGO team members,
volunteers, contributors etc.

Trello offers board for creating and tracking tasks. You assign tasks to NGO members via digital
cards, and they can add comments, attach files, assign due dates, and more.
There’s no limit on the number of boards you can create in the free version, but you’ll have to
upgrade to control who can access your NGO tasks or projects, attach files larger than 10 MB, and
gain access to advanced integrations with tools such as Jira, Bitbucket, Slack, and Salesforce.

Trello works in real-time - so when someone moves a card, it'll move on your own board instantly.
This means you never have to refresh your browser to see the latest updates.
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Slack

Slack can be a phenomenal NGO
management tool. You can use it to
organize your team, volunteers etc.
Slack helps NGO managers run tasks
and

projects

efficiently

without

compromising quality.
Pros

of

using

slack

as

NGO

management tool:
● Group the right people and information together with NGO-specific channels.
● Connect your NGO management tools and spend less time switching between
multiple interfaces.
● Make it easy for the whole workspace to keep up with NGO tasks updates and next steps
by sharing this information in project channels.
● Share NGO resources, files, and deliverables with your workspace and get feedback in
the moment.
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Asana
Asana is visually simple and intuitive; it’s similar in many ways
to Notion (above). Trello users will also find Asana to have a
familiar layout. Its task management interface uses kanban-style
cards to visually organize tasks, statuses, and deadlines.
Lightweight and clutter-free, learning to use Asana is a very
straightforward process, making it a great choice for users who haven’t worked with any online
collaboration tools before.
Asana is also good for small, growing NGO teams who work closely together and who don’t need a
ton of project or resource management functions upfront. In addition to collaboration features like
messaging and file sharing, Asana offers a customizable dashboard, basic automation features like
automatic status updates, and the ability to workflows with task dependencies. It’s not a feature
factory, but the features included in Asana make it more than your basic collaboration tool. With
unlimited projects and basic dashboard features for up to 15 users, Asana’s free version delivers
above-average value among the free online collaboration tools. As your requirements expand, you can
add from Asana’s app directory, providing 100+ integrations for time-tracking, reporting, and other
business functions. Asana also has a mobile app for iOS and Android.
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